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Abstract Embedding computing power in a physical
environment has provided the functional flexibility and
performance necessary in modern products such as au-
tomobiles, aircraft, smartphones, and more. As product
features came to increasingly rely on software, a network
infrastructure helped factor out common hardware and
offered sharing functionality for further innovation. A
logical consequence was the need for system integration.
Even in the case of a single original end manufacturer
who is responsible for the final product, system inte-
gration is quite a challenge. More recently, there have
been systems coming online that must perform system
integration even after deployment—that is, during op-
eration. This has given rise to the cyber-physical sys-
tems (CPS) paradigm. In this paper, select key enablers
for a new type of system integration are discussed. The
needs and challenges for designing and operating CPS
are identified along with corresponding technologies to
address the challenges and their potential impact. The
intent is to contribute to a model-based research agenda
in terms of design methods, implementation technolo-
gies, and organization challenges necessary to bring the
next generation systems online.

1 Motivation

Engineered systems rely on ingenuity and technology to
implement a desired functionality, examples of which in-
clude aircraft, automobiles, power plants, smartphones,
robots, washers and dryers, pacemakers, and more. Em-
bedded systems are engineered systems that implement
functionality by employing computational technologies.
The embedded nature allows the computational elements
to interact directly (i) with a physical computing plat-
form that it executes on and (ii) with its physical sur-
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roundings. In other words, computational logic may ob-
tain input from sensors that measure physical quantities,
execute physical instructions of a computing platform to
compute output from this input, and provide the output
to actuators that effect change in physical quantities and
affect the physical behavior.

The intent of this paper is to explore the matura-
tion of embedded systems and the evolution of the con-
cept of cyber-physical systems (CPS). A result of this
exploration is the identification of challenges specific to
systems of a CPS nature. The perspective reflects upon
an industry vantage point. Focus is on models for solv-
ing industry-relevant challenges when developing next-
generation software systems. While the material is in-
tended to be accessible to the broader research commu-
nity, the scope is not intended to be comprehensive—
instead, it focuses on functional aspects of CPS in par-
ticular.

S. Shyam Sunder, Director of the Engineering Lab-
oratory at the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology provided the following definition of CPS on March
13, 2012:

“Cyber physical systems are hybrid networked cy-
ber and engineered physical elements co-designed
to create adaptive and predictive systems for en-
hanced performance. Performance metrics include
safety and security, reliability, agility and stabil-
ity, efficiency and sustainability, privacy.”

CPS represent engineered systems that are built from
a seamless integration of computational algorithms and
physical components. The National Science Foundation
(NSF) posits that advances in CPS will enable systems
with capability, adaptability, scalability, resiliency, safety,
security, and usability that will far exceed that of today’s
embedded systems [59].

The study in this work aligns with the NSF per-
spective and highlights concrete elements of CPS that
comprise a new type of methodological thinking. In par-
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ticular, designing for new and unknown system func-
tionalities is highlighted. Such functionalities, which be-
come required or active not sooner than during the de-
ployment of the system, challenge the traditional ap-
proach to system engineering. Novel system engineer-
ing approaches become a necessity, which in turn relies
heavily on enabling system architectures and powerful
design-time approaches to conceptualize system behav-
ior at various levels of detail in different parts of the
system [59]. The presented study documents a number
of concrete challenges to successful CPS design, with em-
phasis on post-deployment integration issues in systems
that collaborate to achieve required functionality. Re-
lated work presents specific examples for the collabora-
tion challenges in the context of a pick-and-place ma-
chine that solves a distributed version of the Towers of
Hanoi puzzle [42].

In Section 2 the transformation of the embedded sys-
tems notion into CPS is discussed. On the one hand,
the transformation establishes a paradigm that is en-
riching the functionality. On the other hand, it is ac-
companied by enormous system integration challenges.
Section 3 illustrates the challenges that arise from the
nature of CPS. Potential solution approaches are pro-
vided as starting points for further investigation. Sec-
tion 4 compares and contrasts the identified challenges
with general challenges in software system engineering.
Section 5 concludes the discussion with a summary.

2 Computation in Engineered Systems

This section reflects on how embedded systems have ma-
tured as increasingly sophisticated networking technol-
ogy has become available. As nowadays system ‘intelli-
gence’ allows systems to take the initiative, the design
methods that account for the unknown scenarios con-
tinue to be a subject of study. A framework for engi-
neering system architecture in a CPS paradigm is pre-
sented. The framework supports utilizing functionality
of systems that are not yet available at the traditional
system integration time, but only post-deployment. It
deals with the scenarios when CPS are already in use,
and reorganize or even redefine themselves in the field.

2.1 Maturation of Embedded Systems

In the early days of digital control (e.g., [12]), the sensed
and actuated values were closely related with the logic
implemented on a single digital control unit. For exam-
ple, the sensed position value of a physical object and the
actuated force value acting on it was strictly bounded
to a control unit. However, the explosion of available
computational power has affected the space of embed-
ded systems. As a result, embedded systems have rapidly
increased in complexity both in terms of their comput-
ing power as well as interaction with their surroundings.

Moreover, computational features are increasingly inter-
acting with one another. For example, in an automobile,
a feature to automatically open and close windows may
now interact with a feature that centrally locks doors.
There may even be further interaction with a feature
that detects a collision. Such interaction allows the win-
dows to automatically close when the doors are locked,
as well as the doors to automatically unlock and the
windows to open when a collision is detected.

In modern systems, computation has become the tech-
nology of choice to implement control features of vari-
ous forms (feedback control, sequence control, and su-
pervisory control). It continues to be the preferred tech-
nology for the data analysis around the control func-
tionality (voting schemes, debouncing, calibration, and
others) [8]. Moreover, functionality of a systems nature
(e.g., redundancy management, diagnosis, maintenance
management, and more) is generally implemented with
computational technology. Finally, the flexibility of soft-
ware renders it uniquely suited for integrating the vari-
ous systems in embedded systems.

A consequence of the prolific use of computational
technology in interacting features and integration func-
tionality of embedded systems is that the overall sys-
tem complexity has grown by leaps and bounds. Soft-
ware components that are dispersed throughout a mod-
ern embedded system interact with one another across
well-defined interfaces. At a feature level, they also col-
laborate via their shared interaction with the physical
world. Note that the physical world is comprised of both
the surroundings that are sensed and actuated, as well as
by the physical electronics execution platform. The chal-
lenges resulting from these characteristics are mostly of
a ‘systems’ nature. Here, the power of computation can
be exploited along another dimension by helping address
the challenges [35,53] from a design perspective. For ex-
ample, a significant value proposition is that system inte-
gration issues can be tackled by enabling virtual system
integration studies based on computational models.

Key to enabling the analysis at the systems level is
support for abstractions. This support makes the level of
detail manageable. Model-Based Design [40,43,47] cen-
ters around abstractions by using computational mod-
els with executable semantics. A simulation engine en-
ables executing the computational models and perform-
ing much of the system integration effort at a high level
of abstraction. Moreover, support for model elaboration
allows gradually adding detail to the models to the point
where actual implementations may be made part of the
overall system model. These practices are known as software-
in-the-loop, processor-in-the-loop, and hardware-in-the-
loop configurations [37]. A valuable additional benefit
derived from having executable semantics is that either
a hardware description or a software implementation can
be generated automatically from the models [11].
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2.2 Cyber-Physical Systems

More recently, a new breed of systems has emerged that
challenges the classic design paradigm where the vari-
ous features of a system are integrated by one original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) [1]. Instead, as a con-
sequence of the support for sophisticated decision logic,
systems are now endowed with the capability to show
initiative. In this new paradigm, systems will implement
features by relying on collaboration with other systems
that provide part of the required functionality. More-
over, this configuration occurs while being deployed in
the field, typically by connecting the various collaborat-
ing systems across a network. Because of their ability to
communicate in the corresponding cyberspace while op-
erating in a physical environment, these systems are clas-
sified as CPS [51]. A recent example of CPS advances has
been developed as part of the SmartAmerica Challenge,
a U.S. government initiative, where a team of academics
and practitioners unveiled a concept for the Smart Emer-
gency Response System (SERS) [34,38,66]. SERS builds
on the paradigm of openness and dynamic configurability
to provide an extensive system of autonomous vehicles
that automatically delivers provisions and rescue tools
based on emergency responder requests. The resulting
human-in-the-loop perspective further connects the sys-
tem to survivors by locating them while communicating
information and delivering assistance in the aftermath
of a disaster.

As CPS are transforming the system integration paradigm,
OEMs must adjust their business practices. Whereas
in traditional networked embedded systems one OEM
would be responsible for system integration prior to de-
ployment, CPS do not integrate until after deployment.
Figure 1 illustrates this paradigm transformation in the
form of networked embedded systems architectures as
designed by an OEM. Figure 1(a) shows two networked
embedded systems. Each of them reflects the traditional
paradigm where an information part executes as soft-
ware on a number of computation platforms that are
connected by a network fabric and embedded in a phys-
ical fabric. In addition to executing on physical media,
the computing platforms connect to physical sensor and
actuator transducer components. Further physical com-
ponents that comprise the physical surroundings are pre-
sented along with the transducer components embedded
in the physical fabric. A similar conceptualization is dis-
cussed in related work [26].

The separate networked embedded systems are in-
creasingly being connected to one another, first in order
to share data, but recently also to share functionality.
From there, the computing platform and the network
of connected systems become intensively shared as well.
Finally, the physical world becomes shared and oper-
ated on in collaboration. According to the CPS paradigm
shift, all of these layers are opening up to becoming avail-
able for collaborating systems. Now physics, electron-

(a) A networked embedded system view

(b) Paradigm shift

(c) CPS paradigm analysis

Fig. 1 A networked embedded system view versus a cyber-
physical system view

ics, information, and the network can be shared between
multiple systems as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). This sharing
mechanism contributes to such a tight integration that
the systems become one emerging CPS as a system of
systems. The result is illustrated in Fig. 1(c).

In detail, Fig. 1(b) presents the situation where ele-
ments of the various layers of the networked embedded
system on the left-hand side are shared with the system
on the right-hand side. The part of an architectural layer
that is not shared is shown in a lighter color. Note that
these shared elements can represent architectural solu-
tions, behavioral functions, features, networks, or data,
and they can have physical form factors. Such sharing
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leads to a tight coupling between architectural layers
of the formerly separate systems and has a seemingly
contradictory consequence. Whereas the layers become
closely knit entities, a degree of openness between archi-
tectural layers is required. Both the tight coupling and
the openness extend beyond the traditional paradigm of
networked embedded systems.

At a system level, the tight coupling within archi-
tectural layers—with delineation across these layers—
results in a general openness and interaction in a ver-
tical and horizontal sense, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c).
Vertically, the entire system may, for example, run on
a different platform than initially planned. This situa-
tion occurs if new and better platforms evolve on other
systems of which the original system is composed. Hor-
izontally, some of the functionalities across any layer
(or a combination thereof) originally owned by a native
system can now be reused by any other system under
design. Thus, Fig. 1(c) reflects a CPS paradigm where
the actual implementation of some of the system plat-
forms, components, and transducers is not yet available
or may change at typical system integration time. More-
over, some of the physical and network fabric may be
shared with other systems—the extent, behavior, and
performance of which is still unknown.

2.3 Reflection

On the one hand, the CPS paradigm shift creates new
and exciting opportunities for technology to be utilized
in novel and unexpected manners and applications. On
the other hand, it complicates matters in terms of shared
resources, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). The emerging com-
plexity involves solving challenges such as shared en-
ergy usage, shared network connection, and dynamically
changing availability of certain components, functional-
ities, and systems. To now account for this complexity
in the design of CPS that is scalable and collaborative,
time and resources management is required.

However, the opportunities still appear to far out-
weigh the technological challenges. Since CPS are de-
signed to be open, they allow for device collaboration
and functionality reuse. The open accessibility of reusable
functionality enables a system developer to utilize a much
broader range of computational benefits than in a closed
situation. Finally, from a user perspective, the CPS-
based products provide the ability to be part of an ex-
tensive ecosystem of features.

3 Challenges When Embedded Software
Systems Collaborate

Based on the conceptual model in Fig. 1(c), challenges
that arise in the CPS paradigm can be analyzed along

two dimensions. Along the horizontal dimension, collab-
orating systems are established and dissolved at runtime—
that is, while fielded. Challenges arise because of dynam-
ically creating a configuration and because of the in-
tent to achieve a concerted (integrated) function. Along
the vertical dimension, the technology stack enables col-
laborating systems, which introduces challenges to pro-
vide the necessary infrastructure. In the proceedings,
the analysis is scoped to functional aspects only so as
to maintain focus and remain manageable. Therefore,
though essential along the broad spectrum of CPS needs,
matters such as maintainability, dependability, security,
resilience, certification, policy, and others (e.g., [57,59])
are not addressed in this examination. Furthermore, the
analysis is confined to specific challenges that are partic-
ular to collaborating embedded software systems. Issues
that are found in networked embedded systems (e.g., load
balancing, power/performance tradeoff, execution time
analysis, heterogeneous targets, and so forth) are not
included. Control specific challenges are discussed in re-
lated and complementary work [4].

3.1 Dynamically Creating a Configuration

Table 1 provides an overview of specific needs when dy-
namically configuring a system of collaborating systems,
challenges that arise, technologies to address these chal-
lenges, and the impact of addressing each of the needs.
Each entry is briefly described in this section.

Virtual System Integration From a design perspective,
virtual system integration is a critical need as the phys-
ical system in all its potential variants does not be-
come available until runtime. Central to addressing this
need are challenges in terms of the detail that mod-
els capture, which may vary a lot depending on the
task at hand (e.g., control synthesis vs. safety specifica-
tion). Of particular importance is the need for a consis-
tent, comprehensive, and accurate simulation-based ap-
proach to quality assurance methods. Pertinent advances
in technology include property-based automated selec-
tion of model detail [13,32,60], counterexample guided
refinement [9], and requirements guided selection of ab-
stractions [21]. Further virtual system integration chal-
lenges stem from the heterogeneity of system multimod-
els, which falls under the purview of computer auto-
mated multiparadigm modeling [39] with specific value
in combining dynamic semantics [33] and execution se-
mantics [36]. Finally, selective design refinement calls for
connectivity with implementation models (e.g., software-
in-the-loop) or systems (e.g., hardware-in-the-loop), which
relates to developments in real-time simulation [50].

Runtime System Adaptation A key implementation need
is runtime system adaptation, which closely reflects the
CPS paradigm. To adapt the system, it is necessary but
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Table 1 Needs analysis for dynamic configuration of collaborating systems.

Need Challenge Technology Impact
Virtual system inte-
gration

Proper models in design Generation of models with nec-
essary detail based on property
selection

Confidently design systems
as part of a reliable system
ensemble.

System-level design and analy-
sis by using models

Connecting, combining, and in-
tegrating models represented in
different formalisms
Efficient simulation models to
be used across dynamic and ex-
ecution semantics

Connectivity among models,
software, and hardware

Open tool platforms with
trusted interfaces for communi-
cation across synchronized and
coordinated models, software,
and hardware devices

Runtime system
adaptation

Reasoning and planning
adaptation of an ensemble
of systems

Introspection of the system
state, configuration, and ser-
vices it makes available

Exploit exogeneous
functionality for efficient,
economical, and resilient
operation.Maintenance of consistent infor-

mation and management of in-
consistencies regarding the en-
semble of systems with sufficient
fidelity at runtime
Online model calibration

Testing with functionality on
deployed systems

Environment models to enable
surrogate interactions

challenging to maintain the state of the current ensem-
ble of subsystems, to be able to introspect and reason
about potential changes, and to find an optimal config-
uration in the face of available resources. The real-time
constraints make these challenges particularly difficult.
Work on the use of models@run.time [7] provides run-
time supervision and reconfiguration technologies that
serve as valuable starting points. Models that capture
the current and planned configurations must be kept
consistent in the face of distributed architectures, and
inconsistencies must be managed if necessary. The va-
lidity of models where the dynamic system environment
requires online calibration is essential. This scenario oc-
curs when adaptations at runtime are being planned
(e.g., [20]). Finally, before a new configuration can be
operated, it is essential to test the functionality. In an
online setting, testing requires that surrogate interface
behavior serve as a substitute for live interaction.

3.2 Achieving a Concerted Function

Table 2 provides an overview of specific needs for effec-
tive and efficient concerted collaboration, as well as the
challenges, candidate technologies, and intended impact.
Each entry is briefly described in this section.

Emerging Behavior Design An existential need is the
ability to design emerging behavior. An example of this
is a CPS version of the Towers of Hanoi [41,44] where

the individual discs rely on a local plan to determine
their next move, and a sorted stack emerges. The behav-
ior exhibited by the system ensemble is a result of con-
certed plans and actions of the collaborating systems.
Emerging behavior is not explicitly designed into any
one of the collaborating systems specifically. As such,
a key challenge that relates to this type of design is to
plan and control the collaboration so that the desired be-
havior emerges. This is particularly difficult in the face
of loosely coupled and concurrently operating collabo-
rators. A starting point for developing formal methods
that address this challenge lies in elevating technologies
developed based on the globally asynchronous/locally
synchronous (GALS) paradigm (e.g., [31]) to the sys-
tem of systems level. Further, advances in multi-agent
systems [64] have developed an important and valuable
body of work, while formal methods for design refine-
ment have been illustrated in the context of Conway’s
Game of Life [54].

Data Sharing From an implementation perspective, a
key need is data sharing with a focus on streaming data
(e.g., from dislocated sensors). The challenge is that data
may have incongruous sources that operate concurrently
and at multiple rates. While traditionally synchroniza-
tion of data streams is the responsibility of system in-
tegration, along with manifold further challenges [45], it
now must apply at runtime and in real time. To address
the challenges, an increasing use of models and monitor-
ing capabilities may be imperative [35]. To share data
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Table 2 Needs analysis for concerted function of collaborating systems.

Need Challenge Technology Impact
Emerging behavior
design

Collaborative planning,
guidance, and control

Analysis methods across loosely
coupled architectures

Systematically design
systems that are part of a
system ensemble to
(optimally) realize desired
ensemble behavior.

Planning and synthesis of dis-
tributed control functionality on
concurrent resources
Accessible formal methods that
apply to collaborative problems

Data sharing Multirate architectures Synchronization of data from in-
congruent sources

Effectively exploit
distributed information
resources for exclusive
system features.

Extracting and deriving specific
value from general information

Information represented as
high-level models with well-
defined metamodels and
ontologies

Functionality
sharing

Multi-use functionality post
deployment

Generation of models for a de-
sired task perspective by prop-
erty identification and model
behavior selection

Create novel system
features post deployment.

Performance characterization
via performance models and
measures
Online calibration based on ob-
jective and performance criteria

Feature interaction Assumption formalization and
dependency effect analysis

Collaborative func-
tionality testing

Systematic test suite generation
and automated test evaluation

Model-based test generation
from requirements while pre-
serving the context of dynamic
configurations

Assure the quality of
collaborative operations on
shared resources. Identify
root causes of failure in a
distributed environment.
Automatically mitigate
these root causes.

Reproducible test results under
minimum uncertainty

Setting of initial conditions and
injecting fault data
Temporal and spatial partition-
ing to isolate functionality for a
specific system architecture un-
der investigation

that contains information (e.g., models) with sophisti-
cated data structures, a model of the structure that takes
the form of a metamodel must be shared. Knowledge
about the shared concepts is supported by exchange of
corresponding ontologies. A step in this direction is the
RoboEarth network where robots generate, share, and
reuse data across Internet connections [65].

Functionality Sharing Beyond data, there is a need for
functionality sharing among collaborating systems. Func-
tional models may be dynamically processed to extract
behavior from a given perspective and determine whether
it can be functionally utilized. Moreover, the perfor-
mance demanded by CPS puts rigorous constraints on
assembling functionality in terms of latency, timing, er-
ror recovery, testability, and so forth. The shared func-
tionality should characterize performance constraints (e.g., [29])
but also be amenable to a different use, which calls for
parametrized implementation (e.g., low latency vs. high
throughput), but also necessitates online calibration [28]
of combined and interacting functionality (as well as
models [20]). Finally, to reason about whether certain

functionality may be applicable to serve a system pur-
pose, the assumptions must be shared and the depen-
dencies must be analyzable.

Collaborative Functionality Testing The emerging be-
havior from collaboration critically calls for collaborative
functionality testing. The collaboration makes system-
atic test suite generation a challenge. Automated test
data generation and systematic fault data injection re-
quires formalized requirements for reliable testing. Be-
cause CPS operate in a physical world, safety mecha-
nisms and fault mitigation strategies (also called fallback
strategies) must be designed into the system. However,
functionality that becomes dynamically available makes
current testing approaches (e.g., to manage system vari-
ability [2]) challenging to apply. In addition, test behav-
ior including the test evaluation must be reproducible
and, if possible, automated. This demand is a particular
challenge in a distributed system configuration as effec-
tive testing requires the initial state and test input to be
set deterministically. Hence, whether to rely on stateless
or stateful architectures presents a choice with impor-
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tant test implications [27]. Moreover, peripheral behav-
ior that may influence the outcome of a test must be
minimized if not eliminated so that the source for fail-
ure can be isolated. Separating functionality under test
in temporal and spatial partitions is a potential solution,
but it requires coordinating such partitioning among the
collaborating systems.

3.3 Providing the Technological Infrastructure

Table 3 provides an overview of technological infrastruc-
tural needs and related challenges, technologies, and im-
pact. Each entry is briefly described in this section.

Design Artifact Sharing In order to support virtual
system integration, resources available from various dis-
parate organizational sources must be accessible. This
makes design artifact sharing an essential need. In the
more general context of collaborating along the system
lifecycle, the industrial Framework for Embedded Sys-
tems Tools (iFest) builds a services platform for tool
coupling that is based on the Open Services for Life-
cycle Collaboration (OSLC) infrastructure [56]. Beyond
the services infrastructure, technologies for model ab-
straction selection, obfuscation and encryption, and so
forth, are key. Projections in orthographic software mod-
eling [3] efficiently support the various resulting views
and their corresponding tools. Finally, as different tools
rely on different implementations of execution semantics,
consistent exchange of models necessitates models of the
semantics of the execution engines (especially their nu-
merical algorithms) [40].

Wireless Communication To support the dynamic con-
figuring, there is a need for wireless communication that
calls for a wireless network infrastructure. A key chal-
lenge is developing a standardized protocol stack that is
sufficiently rich, yet configurable, to satisfy rigorous re-
source constraints (memory footprint, latencies, through-
put, and so forth). Furthermore, integrating cyberspace
calls for technology that is backward compatible with the
Internet protocol (e.g, IEEE 802.15.4e [48]). Addition-
ally, precise timing and synchronization between collab-
orating systems must be tackled to enable the real-time
and embedded nature. Technologies such as the precision
time protocol IEEE 1588 [10] and support for combined
periodic/nonperiodic events [67] may be adapted to in-
tegrate into the network fabric.

Hardware Resource Sharing To support dynamic con-
figurability and enable efficient implementation of func-
tionality (as well as design resilience), hardware resource
sharing among collaborating systems must be effective.
One of the challenges is providing an infrastructure that
enables the dispatch of functionality. A standardized tech-
nology stack, including dynamic task scheduling and ma-

chine instructions, holds promise (e.g., a real-time vir-
tual machine [17]). In more flexible scenarios, the func-
tionality is specified separately from the dispatch tar-
get architecture, which is the premise of platform-based
design [5,46]. For testing, the implementation on a par-
ticular target may create challenging requirements. The
reason is that certain distinctive behavior (e.g., over-
flow handling, instruction fetch, and so forth) that is
idiosyncratic to a target may lead to complicated corner
cases. Safety in the face of resource sharing is challenged
by the heterogeneous nature of an ensemble of systems.
This bears out in safety monitoring components (e.g.,
watchdogs and mitigators [23]) that must be aware of the
particular semantics of time in the face of rigorous re-
strictions for using such safety assuring components [22].
Finally, as some elements of the system ensemble may
require higher safety integrity level than others, inter-
changeability of a safety component and its dynamically
changing allocation to hardware requires a thorough un-
derstanding of system operations and component inter-
actions.

Service Utilization The need to leverage services of col-
laborating systems requires proper service utilization. In-
teresting developments in real-time service oriented ar-
chitectures (SOA) [16,63] include real-time OSGi using
Java [6]. Developments in real-time middleware (for a
survey see [49]) include a real-time version of the High
Level Architecture (HLA) [30], a real-time Common Ob-
ject Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) (e.g., [25]),
and the Data Distribution Service (DDS) [55]. Also, the
robot operating system (ROS) [52] is of interest but cur-
rently lacking real-time capabilities. A challenging ele-
ment here is discovering the functionality provided by
services along with constraints such as real-time, mem-
ory, availability, requested guarantees, cost, and others [18]
under which their utilization is possible. Note that the
discovery must oftentimes be real-time in its own right.
Further, a semantic layer is desired to enable mapping
devices to semantic services. In related work, a service is
associated with at least one semantic description in an
Ontology Web Language (OWL) [19] used for describing
semantic web services [58]. Services that provide differ-
ent functionality, but that can still be applied or that
can be orchestrated to provide the necessary functional-
ity, must be discoverable. A taxonomy of services enables
such discovery. With a related ontology, orchestration of
services in a central coordinating architecture may then
achieve emerging behavior, whereas in a decentralized
control structure a choreography of the services may do
so [24].

4 Software System Modeling Challenges in CPS

The new paradigm of collaborating systems and post-
deployment (dynamic or runtime) system integration con-
tributes to leading edge and intelligent applications. This
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Table 3 Needs analysis for an infrastructure to support collaborating systems.

Need Challenge Technology Impact
Design artifact
sharing

Tool coupling among disparate
organizations

Traceability across semantic
and technology adaptation, and
intellectual property protection

Conveniently, efficiently,
and consistently collaborate
between stakeholders
throughout the system life
cycle.

Information extraction from ob-
fuscated intellectual property

Support manifold views and
tools in design

Configurable view projections
that are tool specific
Consistent semantics across
tools by modeling the execution
engines

Wireless
communication

Physically aware protocol stack
that is configurable and compat-
ible with the Internet protocol
(IP)

Real-time services of graded
quality with a low footprint and
a configurable protocol stack
that includes time and location
information

Reliably configure flexible
system configurations for
features with varying
quality of service.

Precise timing and
synchronization in a
distributed environment

Physical layer based timing and
synchronization architectures
Scheduling of periodic and ape-
riodic events with reliable exe-
cution times

Hardware resource
sharing

Flexible and transferrable em-
bedded functionality dispatch

Standardized and configurable
real-time execution stack

Optimize runtime cost by
contracting out system
resources and balancing use
of external resources.
Enhance resiliency by
allocating lost functionality
to distributed resources.

Performance characteriza-
tion from abstract functional
representations

Platform-based modeling of ex-
ecution behavior functionality

Determination of key test cases
for different implementations

Characterization of computa-
tional architectures

Safety of heterogeneous
system ensembles

Modeling the semantics of time
Dynamically mixing safety in-
tegrity levels

Service utilization Real-time embedded services
operating in a physical environ-
ment

Real-time middleware and ser-
vice oriented architectures with
physical capabilities

Dynamically assemble
systems post deployment
and purpose available
functionality to serve
singular needs.

Smart services discovery Service ontologies with tax-
onomies for similarity and
transformability matching

Information sharing in a hetero-
geneous system ensemble

Language and ontology infras-
tructure to support translation
and transformation

section studies how software system modeling challenges
identified in other work [14,15] bear out in CPS.

Generally, research in model-based approaches can
be classified along the following axes:
– Design Model-Based Design requires good models,

physics models of the plant, as well as that of the
computing and communication platform and infor-
mation models of the application. Yet, instead of the
traditional approach to obtaining models by means
of controlled system identification, the necessity to
share models between distinctly incongruent entities
and for interface-based model analysis becomes promi-
nently important.

– Implementation Support for an open paradigm re-
quires a well-defined and strict layering in the tech-
nology stack so as to enable including distinctly sepa-
rate elements. Moreover, standards and interfaces are

critical to addressing the specific implementation ef-
fects of the computing and communication platform.
These implementation effects include, for example, fi-
nite precision quantization effects, saturation effects
induced by fixed-point integers, scheduling effects,
and delays caused by the scheduling of tasks.

– Organization Certification of safety-critical systems
currently relies on a comprehensive evaluation of the
system design. Systems that are open require recon-
sideration and adaptation of certification approaches.
Allowing incremental and compositional evidence are
essential and key elements to this end.
Not suprisingly, challenges in the general area of soft-

ware system modeling [14,15] can be well aligned along
the three axes. For example, combining different mod-
eling paradigms [15] relates to the key aspect of CPS
design. The models must represent the physical and com-
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putational world. Also, domain-specific modeling approaches
stem from various design fields. CPS indeed relate me-
chanical engineering, electrical engineering, and electron-
ics engineering while supporting means to analyze ther-
mal effects, radio-frequency interference, and others. More-
over, virtual system integration plays an essential role
in the CPS design because system parts may not be
available until after deployment. In addition, such a sys-
tem integration process requires developing a new un-
derstanding of integration testing through simulation. In
particular, CPS call for more adaptive methods and on-
the-fly mechanisms that can test the system at design,
execution, and deployment levels.

Along the implementation axis, the open nature of
CPS requires communicating information about its func-
tionality and performance. This is best done by sharing
specific models. Therefore, modeling support must ex-
tend beyond the traditional design stage into later stages
of the system lifecycle as noted in related work [14]. Fur-
thermore, CPS models are generally employed for run-
time system adaptation. Additional challenges along the
implementation axis extend beyond the multicore com-
putational platforms to expand into a space of heteroge-
neous computing resources. For example, computational
functionality that is shared by collaborating embedded
systems may migrate from local to remote locations, pos-
sibly provided by cloud-based services.

Challenges along the organization axis reflect the con-
fidence with which safety-critical systems are designed.
Design approaches that enable correct by construction
mechanisms are important research topics much like the
challenge of making formal methods accessible to aid in
establishing a next-generation certification process. Also,
the complexity of CPS and the modern ways of modeling
and organizing the design process call for more collabo-
rative and incremental methods for quality assurance, in-
cluding testing automation, verification, and self-testing
abilities of the emerging CPS arrangements. Such meth-
ods can be capitalized on if proper tooling for advanced
artifact management is in place.

More detail and further challenges, as well as oppor-
tunities, have been identified in related work [59,62].

5 Conclusions

With the advent of inexpensive computing power, com-
putation has increasingly become the technology of choice
to implement features in products that range from con-
sumer electronics to safety-critical power plants. In these
products, computation is embedded in and tightly inte-
grated with both a physical surrounding as well as the
physical computing platform. As embedded systems ma-
tured, it became essential to factor out common hard-
ware in a network infrastructure, which further provided
an opportunity for innovation by sharing feature func-
tionality.

For all the success that networked embedded sys-
tems can lay claim to, the corresponding computational
complexity has introduced system integration issues that
have been a continuous source of complications and even
missed delivery deadlines (e.g., [61]). While in a tradi-
tional engineering paradigm, the OEM is responsible for
the system integration, a cyber-physical systems (CPS)
paradigm is transforming this convention. In CPS, the
system integration occurs post deployment during oper-
ation of the system. Given the difficulty in system in-
tegration during the system development phases, it is
no surprise that post deployment system integration is
an engineering problem fraught with extreme complica-
tions such as feature interaction, multirate distributed
architectures, and collaborative control.

The CPS paradigm as an ensemble of systems, dy-
namically establishing collaborations, has been devel-
oped. Needs and challenges to capitalize on this CPS
paradigm have been identified with a focus on the func-
tional characteristics. Technology directions to address
the challenges have been presented along with poten-
tial impact of success. General software system modeling
challenges have been related to specific CPS challenges.
Related work presents specific examples of the collabo-
ration challenges in the context of a pick-and-place ma-
chine that solves a distributed version of the Towers of
Hanoi puzzle [42].

Beyond the functional characteristics, there are many
challenges related to maintainability, dependability, se-
curity, resilience, certification, and policy. For example,
dynamically adjustable quality assurance in terms of sys-
tem safety, validation, verification, and certification con-
stitutes a tremendous challenge for CPS. Because of the
dynamic and flexible nature of CPS, current quality as-
surance methods are insufficient to satisfy and fulfill sys-
tem reliability demands. Concepts such as self-diagnosing,
self-evaluation, self-testing, self-correcting, safe self-reconfiguring,
self-transforming, and self-approving are fields of study
with great promise. Further out, automation of these
quality assurance methods is an area with much discov-
ery ahead and much progress to be made.

As the systems of tomorrow are becoming a real-
ity, technologies with the most merit to overcome the
challenges will prove their worth and be increasingly
adopted. This work has intended to contribute to a model-
based research agenda that helps bring next-generation
systems online. Promising avenues to explore are identi-
fied to expedite the dawn of this new age.
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